PENZANCE SAILING CLUB
ALBERT PIER
PENZANCE
TR18 2LL
Tel: 01736 364989
Web: www.pzsc.org.uk

Directions to Penzance Sailing Club
If you have not been to Cornwall for a few years you will quickly notice a radical improvement in the roads.
However, in holiday season our roads can be very busy so please plan your journey carefully.
1. From the M5 Southbound at Exeter take Junction 31 onto the A30 (signed for Oakhampton) you then
follow the A30 for approximately 95 miles to Penzance (the A30 passes straight through Penzance).
2. Along the A30 first follow signs for Oakhampton, then Bodmin and once in mid Cornwall, Penzance will
be signed.
3. 3 miles outside Penzance (approximately half a mile after passing through the village of Crowlas) you
will see Mounts Bay opening up in front of you as you come over the brow of a hill.
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4. Follow the road down the hill to a roundabout. Here take the 4 turning onto a Dual Carriageway, signed
for Penzance.
5. After a mile you come to another roundabout with a MacDonald's and Morrison's Petrol Station on the
left, take the 2nd turning, signed for Penzance.
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5a. At the next roundabout go straight on (1 exit) with Sainsbury’s on your right (this roundabout is a new
addition and is not on the map below).
6. At the next roundabout (with Tesco on the right) stay in the left lane to go straight on, signed for Town
Centre (it is at this point you leave the A30).
7. Continue on for quarter of a mile until you reach the traffic lights (Train Station on your left).
8. After the traffic lights stay in the left lane and take the second left before continuing straight on past the
bus station (the Bus Station is distinctive for having a white conical roof).
9. Our clubhouse is the brown building surrounded by our dinghy park, straight ahead.
If you are travelling to Penzance from within Devon or Cornwall it is normally best to join the A30 at the earliest
point and then follow the instructions above.
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